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DISCLAIMER
This report aims to provide an overview of the activities and performance of
the GuildQB Gaming Guild. Although we have taken every measure to
ensure the information in this report is accurate, complete, reliable, and
timely, we cannot guarantee its authenticity. The information is subject to
change without prior notice.

Please note that GuildQB is not responsible for any action or decision made
based on the information in this report. The views and opinions expressed
here do not represent the official views or positions of GuildQB, and are
intended for general informational purposes only. It is, therefore, essential
that you do not solely rely on this report and instead conduct your
independent research and analysis when making investment decisions or
other judgments.

Additionally, we do not guarantee the accuracy or reliability of any third-
party information or opinions quoted in this report, and we are not
responsible for their content.

Finally, the information and opinions presented in this report should not be
interpreted as predictions of future performance or value, and they do not
guarantee past results. Readers are expected to understand the risks
involved and make informed decisions based on their own independent
judgement after reading this report.
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SUMMARY OF OVERALL REPORT
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In Q2 2023 GuildQB has been active as a community, organising 20 AMAs
and hosting a talk session with great guests, CryptoTalk! are held weekly.

We also co-hosted the incubation programme 'Nethergate' to support
GameFi projects. As a platform, we also announced the new project 'Not
Found' and published the official website and white paper.

Other updates included the release of the Kisaragi badge and the
announcement of the new badge NFT. In addition, new partnerships with
web3games and blockchain-based projects have been signed.

Message from the founder
Q2 saw some movement in the market as a whole, with BTC
on a recovery trend. Among other things, expectations for the
BTC halving period have emerged with the announcement of
major Japanese companies entering the Web3 game,
attracting attention from overseas investment institutions.

In addition, GuildQB has focused on collaboration between companies and
projects and the development of new business models, and has
announced several of its collaborations. Connecting projects and
users/communities and incubating new projects is also a role of the Guild,
and Q3 is preparing as a team for the next BULL (Bull) with the themes of
product development and giving back to the community.
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ACTIVITIES
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AMAs with numerous guests in the second quarter of 2023, as well as weekly
crypto-talks! and participation in offline events.

4月
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CryptoTalk! AMA QB Update Offline Event
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AMA
GuildQB held 20 AMAs in Q2 - that's about seven per month, or at least one
AMA per week. AMAs have been held for popular games like 'Climbers' and
'PROJECT XENO', but also for projects as diverse as 'Avacus' and 'Aki Network'.

CRYPTOTALK!
'Crypto Talk!' is a Twitter space hosted by GuildQB every Monday at 21:00. It
is a popular programme that invites one or two guests to speak each
session. The programme features a variety of guests, including the founders
of CoinMusume.

4/17 CryptoTalk!
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/sta
tus/1647232919554101248?s=20

6/5 CryptoTalk!
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/s
tatus/1664965157385109506

4/24 CryptoTalk!
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/stat
us/1648929488829394945?s=20

Alibaba Cloud Japan
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/sta
tus/1648657722836156417?s=20

Aki Network
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/sta
tus/1662745969136640000?s=20

BOUNTY HUNTERS
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/s
tatus/1646860862295277568

https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1647232919554101248?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1664965157385109506
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1648929488829394945?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1648657722836156417?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1662745969136640000?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1646860862295277568
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CONFERENCE
As in Q1, we continued to actively organise offline events. The most notable
event was the incubation programme 'Nethergate', which was held on 22
April 2023 in collaboration with Monobundle Co. Ltd. and was held at the
headquarters of Money Forward Inc. under the concept 'Move GameFi'.

The jury included Joseph from METAPIXEL and Fujiwara from YGG Japan. 10
teams presented and 4 teams won awards GuildQB will continue to support
the development of Web3 games.

MEDIA APPEARANCE
Below is a list of articles published by GuildQB in Q2 2023.

Nethergate
https://prtimes.jp/main/html/r
d/p/000000023.000109511.html

TEAMZ Web3 Summit
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/st

atus/1659425604004093953

Nethergate
https://note.com/monob
undle/n/n38379b0e1720

NFT Media
https://nft-media.net/
game/guildqb/28093/

HEDGE GUIDE
https://hedge.guide/feature/gu
ildqb-interview-bc202305.html

Plus Web3
https://www.protagonist-inc.co.jp/

media/web3-inteview-guildqb/

https://prtimes.jp/main/html/rd/p/000000023.000109511.html
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1659425604004093953
https://note.com/monobundle/n/n38379b0e1720
https://nft-media.net/game/guildqb/28093/
https://nft-media.net/game/guildqb/28093/
https://hedge.guide/feature/guildqb-interview-bc202305.html
https://www.protagonist-inc.co.jp/media/web3-inteview-guildqb/
https://www.protagonist-inc.co.jp/media/web3-inteview-guildqb/


Click here to read GuildQB WP

Q2 UPDATE
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QB WHITEPAPER

In Q2, GuildQB published its official website and white paper, as well as
announcing its new project 'Not Found'. Not Found is a new project in
partnership with jewellers GEMCEREY and WITH ENTERTAINMENT, which will
sell NFTs linked to physical jewellery.

The white paper details what GuildQB does and what it aims to achieve,
which has been difficult to understand. It describes our vision for the badge
function, QB Quest and QB Launchpad, as well as our scholarship as a
gaming guild.

What isWhat is
GuildQBGuildQB

https://guildqb.gitbook.io/guildqb-wp-v1.0/guildqb-overview/what-is-guildqb

https://guildqb.gitbook.io/guildqb-wp-v1.0/guildqb-overview/what-is-guildqb
https://guildqb.gitbook.io/guildqb-wp-v1.0/guildqb-overview/what-is-guildqb
https://guildqb.gitbook.io/guildqb-wp-v1.0/guildqb-overview/what-is-guildqb
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QB SNS / TWITTER & DISCORD

Official Website Launch（16th May） Official Line Open Chat Launch（22nd May）

Partnership with Not Found（16th May） QB Whitepaper Launch（29th May）

MISC｜UPDATE HIGHLIGHTS

GuildQB continued to grow with our like-minded and thinking users in Q2
2023, strengthening social networking sites such as Discord and Twitter,
which form the basis of our community. In particular, the official GuildQB
Twitter (JP) had "57,000 (57K) followers" as of May 2023, but as of 13 June,
the number of followers exceeded "70,000". Furthermore, at the end of June,
the number of followers exceeded '90,000' and is growing rapidly.

In the future, GuildQB will continue to promote Web3.0 games and build a
community by organising various events and activities that contribute to
the gaming industry, with a focus on raising awareness of Web3.0 games.

90K+ 37K+
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There have also been several updates regarding the NFT "KISARAGI -
KISARAGI" provided by GuildQB. The Kisaragi Badge is a badge NFT for users
who own Kisaragi. In the future, a new system using the NFT badge will be
announced.
It has become an essential NFT for belonging to GuildQB, such as holding
Giveaways exclusively for Kisaragi holders, community voting and voice
chats with Founder Keisuke Horiguchi (held regularly). In addition, Kisaragi
NFTs are now available in the game NFT Wars, which launched on 25 June.
We will continue to expand the utility of Kisaragi NFTs and give back to their
holders.

QB Original NFT-KISARAGI-

12th May 18th May

30th May Every Monday

Giveaway for KISARAGI holders Community vote for KISARAGI holders

KISARAGI holder VC (Discord)Announcement and claim of
KISARAGI badge

https://twitter.com/GuildQB/stat
us/1656949584424206336?s=20

https://twitter.com/GuildQB/stat
us/1659151848526213120?s=20

https://twitter.com/GuildQB/stat
us/1663862889675993089?s=20

https://twitter.com/hori_crypto/st
atus/1664254386967830535?s=20

https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1656949584424206336?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1659151848526213120?s=20
https://twitter.com/GuildQB/status/1663862889675993089?s=20
https://twitter.com/hori_crypto/status/1664254386967830535?s=20


Unit：MATIC

1st round Result

Average character price Total usable token gained
(Minus the repair cost)

Profit

Account A 187.93 7,644.76 840 USDT

Account B 197.34 6,571.11 221.61 USDT

Account C 194.11 6,817.76 532.76 USDT

Account D〜L 130.08 199,527.43 9,737USDT + 2,917 MATIC
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Continuing from Q1, we are managing Captain Tsubasa -RIVALS- assets. In
Q1, we operated with 3 accounts with 45 characters, and we now have 12
accounts with a total of 700 characters.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

単位：MATIC

2nd round Result

Total usable token gained
(Minus the repair cost) Refresh Withdrawal Profit

Account A 8,414.57 3,900 3,944  1,452 USDT

Account B 5,679 3,900 1,779  656 USDT

Account C 8,644.28 3,900 3,989  1,691.57 USDT

単位：MATIC

3rd round Result

Total usable token gained
(Minus the repair cost) Refresh Withdrawal Profit

Account A 8,644.79 5,850 2,089.58  684.86 USDT

Account B ー ー ー ー

Account C ー ー ー ー

Profit units are partly in MATIC; MATIC tokens have not been exchanged for USDT due
to falling prices.

Notes

▼ Q2 2023CAPTAIN TSUBASA -RIVALS- MANAGEMENT RESULT



PARTNERSHIP
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GuildQB has partnered with projects ranging from Web3 games such as
Climbers and THE LAND: Elven Forest to comprehensive blockchain-based
solutions such as Avacus in Q2.

Through partnerships, we will continue to work with projects and contribute
to the development of the web3games industry.

PARTNERSHIPS UNTIL NOW

Q2 2023 PARTNERSHIPS



NEWS FROM WEB3 GAME SPACE
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▼ Q2 2023 TO UNLEASH A WAVE OF MAJOR BLOCKCHAIN GAMES
Q2 saw the long-awaited blockchain games Heroes of Mavia and
PolkaFantasy finally launch.
These are titles that have attracted a lot of attention both within and
outside the industry and are expected to have a significant impact on the
future development of the blockchain gaming market. The first beta test of
"Heroes of Mavia" will begin on 30 June 2023 for a subset of Land NFT
owners, after which the target will be gradually expanded to all Land NFT
owners.
Meanwhile, PolkaFantasy was officially launched on 29 June 2023. It is the
world's first blockchain game dedicated to Japanese anime, comics and
gaming culture and is a three-on-three NFT card game.

COIN MUSUME: FLURRY OF ANNOUNCEMENTS AND PROJECT
UPDATES

Since the official launch of its website in June 2023, the blockchain game
Coinmusume has strengthened its presence with a number of important
announcements: in early June, it announced a partnership with the gaming
guilds LGG and YGGJapan and started recruiting members for the 'Musume
DAO'.
This was followed on 12 June by the announcement of the adoption of the
game-specific blockchain Oasys and the introduction of a new character,
Oasys.
On 22 June, the voice actors for Bit and Oasys were announced and the first
performance of the Coinmusume theme song took place at an official side
event of IVS Crypto 2023 KYOTO organised by Oasys.
And on 26 June, the music video for the song 'B-bi-bi Bit', provided by Avex
Creative Factory, was released. Great expectations are pinned on their
future growth and development.

�照�https://prtimes.jp/main/html/searchrlp/company_id/117158

https://prtimes.jp/main/html/searchrlp/company_id/117158
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OASYS UNVEILS Q1 INFLUX OF MAJOR COMPANIES
ENTERING THE SCENE

Com2uS/XPLA 'Summoners War: Chronicles'.
Ubisoft 'Champions Tactics: Grimoria Chronicles'.
double jump.tokyo 'Battle of Three Kingdoms'
DMM.com / DM2C Studio "Coin Musume", "KANPANI GIRLS RE:BLOOM",
"KAMIYAGURA"
BLOCKSMITH&Co."QAQA"
enish"De:Lithe Last Memories"

In Q2 2023, Oasys continued to gain prominence in the blockchain gaming
space. Leading companies such as Rakuten Wallet and MIXI participated as
validators, with MIXI developing hit titles such as Monster Strike and plans
for future collaborations.

Also in June, the Oasys Special Event was held as the biggest side event of
IVS Crypto 2023, one of the largest crypto conferences in Japan. Several
game titles were announced during the event.

Other announcements were made at the same time, such as Digital
Entertainment Asset Pte. Ltd. building its own Verse.

�照�https://prtimes.jp/main/html/searchrlp/company_id/103934

https://prtimes.jp/main/html/searchrlp/company_id/103934


The Q2 of 2023 was a period of activity in the web3 game for Japan's
leading companies. Let's look back at some of the key events in this context.

First, Square Enix partnered with Elixir, a platform offering both traditional
and web3 games; Elixir has already integrated the Epic Games Store library,
and the partnership aims to promote web3 games. While details are still
being worked out, the fact that a major established gaming company is
entering the Web3 gaming space will in itself have a huge ripple effect on
the industry as a whole.

Another important move is that major GREE has partnered with Mysten Labs,
the developer of the Sui blockchain, and announced the start of Sui
validation. This partnership to develop web3 games using Japanese IP
shows that blockchain games could become more mainstream than ever
before.
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Major Japanese companies entering Web3 game
space

And let's not forget the Seamoon Protocol, a Web3 project announced by
the DMM group of companies, which will release the DM2 Verse of Oasys
Layer2 in summer 2023 and its own token DM2P in 2024. Furthermore, the
full-fledged fantasy RPG Kanpani☆Girls RE:BLOOM is scheduled for release.

These series of developments show that major Japanese companies are
seriously involved in web3games. As the potential of blockchain technology
expands further in the future, initiatives by these companies are likely to see
further growth and development.
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https://twitter.com/GuildQb
https://discord.com/invite/BNjFBTgpMt
https://opensea.io/collection/ru-yue-kisaragi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkfd5R9q8RyxUYE1abTfpUg
https://www.instagram.com/qb_guild/?__coig_restricted=1
https://www.facebook.com/GuildQb/
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